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Appendix C 

Word Quiz 1— Part A ( To translate the English words into Chinese) 

                                                 Class:     Name: 

1. ordinary              ___________________________ 

2. message              ___________________________ 

3. corrected              ___________________________ 

4. grammar              ____________________________ 

5. empty                ____________________________ 

6. long-distance          ____________________________ 

7. contact               ____________________________ 

8. benefit               ____________________________ 

9. insist                _____________________________ 

10. custom              _____________________________ 

11. overseas             ____________________________ 

12. lab                 _____________________________ 

13. spelling             _____________________________ 

14. communicate         _____________________________ 
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Word Quiz 1— Part B (To write down the missing word in each sentence) 

                                          Class:         Name: 

_______________1. Let’s go to the language l______ to listen to the tape. 

_______________2. The s__________g of English words causes many students a lot 

of trouble. 

_______________ 3. It is convenient for us to c__________e with our friends by 

telephone. 

_______________ 4. Jenny made c___________t with her father by e-mail. 

_______________ 5. The teacher gave us the c________ papers last week. 

_______________ 6. I got a written m___________e from the operater. 

________________7. Some believe life is but an e__________y dream. 

________________8. The invention of computers has brought a lot of b_______ts. 

________________9. In the past, most o_________s Chinese worked very hard to 

make a living. 

________________10. It is an o________y day; nothing unusual happened. 

________________11. It is our c__________m to wear new clothes on New Year’s 

Day. 

________________ 12. For many Chinese students, English g________r is very 

difficult to learn. 

________________ 13. He phoned his girlfriend l_____________e. 

________________ 14. My mother i_________ts on our eating at home. 
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Word Quiz 2--- Part A ( To translate the English words into Chinese) 

                                       Class:     No.:    Name:         

1. speechless       __________________________ 

2. gesture          __________________________ 

3. comment        ___________________________ 

4. offensive        ___________________________ 

5. frown           ___________________________ 

6. differ            ___________________________ 

7. nod              ____________________________ 

8. middle           _____________________________ 

9. worth            _____________________________ 

10. equally          _____________________________ 

11. actually          _____________________________ 

12. single           ______________________________ 

13. form            ______________________________ 

14. misunderstanding  ______________________________ 
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Word Quiz 2---Part B (to write down the missing word in each sentence) 

                                 Class:       No.:    Name: 

___________________ 1. The stamp is w________h at least $100. 

___________________ 2. Cindy d________ from her twin sister in the kind of music 

she likes. 

___________________ 3. He c_________ted that it was the most beautiful picture he 

had ever seen. 

____________________4. Father left the living room without saying a s_____e word. 

____________________5. All of his friends were angry at his o_________e words. 

____________________6. He looks like a rich man, but he is a_________ly very 

poor. 

____________________ 7. Sometimes we need some g________es to help express 

ourselves. 

____________________ 8. The students f______ed a circle to play the game. 

____________________ 9. They don’t talk to each other because of some 

m__________g.  

____________________10. James n_____ed his head up and down to show that he 

agreed. 

____________________11. Mother read the letter with a worried f________n on her 

face. 

____________________12. We need a refrigerator of m_______e size, but not a large 

one. 
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Word Quiz 3 --- Part A ( To translate the English words into Chinese) 

                                       Class:     No.:    Name:   

1. community      _______________________ 

2. bloom          _______________________ 

3. society         _______________________  

4. warmth         ________________________ 

5. countryside      ________________________ 

6. gather          _________________________ 

7. contrast        __________________________ 

8. harvest         __________________________ 

9. field           __________________________ 

10. leaf          ___________________________ 

11. reunite        ___________________________ 

12. crop          ___________________________ 
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Word Quiz 3---Part B (To write down the missing word in each sentence) 

                                 Class:       No.:    Name: 

_______________1. Teresa welcomed the visitors with w____________h. 

_______________2. Farmers in Taiwan use machines to h________t rice. 

_______________3. Farmers work hard in the f________ds. 

_______________4. Rice is one of the major c_______ps in Taiwan. 

_______________5. The people who lost their homes in the typhoon g________red 

together in the local high school. 

_______________6. The garden looks lovely when the roses are in full b_______m. 

_______________7. Our teachers suggest that we do some kind of c_______y 

service. 

_______________8. There is a special s_______y in the U.S. to take care of homeless 

animals. 

_______________9. He made a report to c________t life in Taipei with that in 

Kaohsiung. 

______________10. After the war, the soldiers r_______ted with their families. 

______________11. The English c___________d looks beautiful in May.  

______________12. In a_______m, it is wonderful to see many brightening colors in 

nature. 
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Word Quiz 4 --- Part A ( To translate the English words into Chinese) 

                                       Class:     No.:    Name:   

1. candle       _____________________________ 

2. development  _____________________________ 

3. automatically  _____________________________ 

4. precious      _____________________________ 

5. upper        _____________________________ 

6. combine      _____________________________ 

7. imagine      _____________________________ 

8. increase      _____________________________ 

9. servant       _____________________________ 

10. exist        _____________________________ 

11. shadow      _____________________________ 

12. melt        ______________________________ 

13. device      ______________________________ 

14. tower       ______________________________ 
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Word Quiz 4---Part B (To write down the missing word in each sentence) 

________________ 1. I parked my bicycle in the s________w of a tree. 

________________ 2. The invention of the telephone is an important d______t in 

human history.  

________________ 3. In Paris or Tokyo, a visitor can have a full view of the city 

when standing on the top of the big t________r. 

________________ 4. Watch out! The door will open and close a_________y 

________________ 5 I can i_______e how hard it is for the farmers to work under 

the sun on hot summer days. 

________________ 6. They used to have two s______ts, a cook and a maid, in their 

house. 

________________ 7. We use c_______les on typhoon nights. 

________________ 8. The number of people who use cell phones i________es day 

by day. 

________________ 9. The watch is a d______e for telling time. 

________________10. They plan to c________e these two small stores into a big 

one. 

________________11. The l______ of the sand in the hourglass is changing. 

________________12. Do you believe ghosts e_____t in old houses? 

________________13. James had studied very hard. T_____e, he passed the test and 

went to the best school. 

________________14. To those who are very sick, nothing is more p_____s than 

good health. 

 

 

 
 


